APPLICANT: COM CORE CONNEXIONS PVT. LTD.
UJJNI PEGASUS,#1557, 2ND FLOOR, B WING,,
8TH CROSS, CHANDRA LAYOUT, 560040, INDIA
ATTN: SUNIL KUMAR

SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: THE SUBMITTED SAMPLE SAID TO BE CAT 6 UTP SOLID CABLES.

TESTED COMPONENTS:-
[1] OUTER GRAY JACKET
[2] INNER ORANGE INSULATION
[3] INNER WHITE INSULATION
[4] INNER BROWN INSULATION
[5] INNER GREEN INSULATION
[6] INNER BLUE INSULATION
[7] INNER POLYTHYLENE
[8] SOLID COPPER CONDUCTOR

COLOUR: NOT PROVIDED
BASE MATERIAL/ RAW MATERIAL: -
RAW MATERIAL SUPPLIER: -
ARTICLE NO. / PART NO.: 3C-C6US24GY-3
GRADE: -
BUYER'S NAME: -
MANUFACTURER'S NAME: -
DATE SAMPLE RECEIVED: 10 Apr 2017
STYLE NO.: -
TYPE: -

TEST CONDUCTED: AS REQUESTED BY THE APPLICANT ROHS DIRECTIVE 2011/65/EU FOR DETAILS REFER TO ATTACHED PAGE(S).

REMARKS:
ALL TESTED COMPONENTS OF SUBMITTED SAMPLES MEET THE REQUIREMENT OF RoHS Directive 2011/65/EU
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